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RCG CPAs Advisors Announces Richmond Expansion 
Weir Consulting Team Joins Firm, Adding Advisory and Fractional CFO Services 

 

RICHMOND — In a move to broaden services, the Richmond accounting firm RCG CPAs 

Advisors welcomes Stephen Weir and his team from the former Weir Consulting. They’ve joined 

RCG to build the firm’s advisory, fractional CFO and forward-looking financial services.  

 

Weir will take on the new role of Principal and Fractional CFO, and will serve as the COO for 

RCG CPAs Advisors.  

 

“The addition of Stephen and his two associates gives us the opportunity to provide clients with 

deeper advisory services and a more holistic approach” said CEO Jeff Robinson, a longtime 

Richmond CPA who founded RCG CPAs Advisors in 2010.  

 

“In addition to offering clients a historical perspective on where they’ve been, we can provide 

the necessary strategy and guidance to help them move forward,” said Robinson, who served as a 

partner at the regional firm Goodman & Company for more than 13 years before launching RCG.  

 

Weir is a former analyst with Capital One who served four years as executive director of 

nonprofit Church Hill Activities and Tutoring, or CHAT, which provides education, enrichment 

and support services for youth in Richmond’s East End.  

 

“I’m thrilled to be joining the team at RCG,” Weir said. “This brings together the science of 

looking back financially with the art of looking forward. Jeff and his team have many years of 

experience and this accelerates our opportunities for growth.”  

 

Robinson and Weir met through their work for a mutual client. “We found that our personalities 

and ethics aligned,” Robinson said, “along with a common vision in how we could move forward 

together in serving for-profit and nonprofit organizations and individuals.”  

 

About RCG CPAs Advisors  

RCG CPAs Advisors provides accounting, bill payment, payroll and tax solutions for local 

businesses, area nonprofits and individuals to assist in the management of their finances. Its 

specialties include comprehensive accounting, bookkeeping and tax compliance service offerings 

ranging from after-the-fact assistance and consulting to collaborative outsourced accounting, 

payroll and bill payment services. More at rcgcpa.com.  
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